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To aid in the investigation of new simultaneous optimisation strategies for flexible ve-
hicles and their control systems, a two-dimensional aerofoil optimisation which demands
minimal computational effort is studied. The aeroservoelastic system consists of a two-
dimensional, potential flow over a deforming aerofoil; an actively controlled, but saturated
compliant trailing edge; a dynamic observer that uses a series of pressure sensors on the
aerofoil; and a heave/pitch linear spring model. Although computationally simple, the
design allows for optimisation over multiple disciplines: the structure can be designed by
varying the stiffness of the springs; the control architecture through weightings in a LQR
controller; the observer by means of the placement of pressure sensors; and the aerodynam-
ics via the shaping of the compliant trailing edge. Optimising the weight and a metric of
performance over all these fields simultaneously is compared to a sequential methodology
of optimising the open-loop characteristics first and subsequently adding a closed-loop con-
troller. Parametrisation of the design vector and variable selection often require user input
and are fixed during optimisation. Our research aims to automate this process. Further-
more, we investigate whether varying the parametrisation and number of design variables
during the optimisation can lead to improvements in the final design. To accomplish this,
a new basis for the design vector is created via Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
using the trajectories of initial optimisation paths as a “training set”. This parametrisa-
tion is shown to make the optimisation more robust with respect to the initial design, and
facilitate an automated variable selection methodology. This variable selection allows for
the dimension of the problem to be reduced temporarily and it is shown that this makes
the optimisation more robust.
Nomenclature
Roman
ai Coefficents in the shape of trailing edge
c Non-linear constraints
f Cost function
u Control input
w Gust profile
x State vector
y Output of the dynamics
A Dynamic matrix
Bu Control input matrix
Bw Gust input matrix
K Control matrix
Qy,α LQR state penalties
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V Free-stream velocity
X Design vector
Y Heave degree of freedom
Greek
α Pitch degree of freedom
β Trailing edge degree of freedom
ξ Non-dimensional chordwise length
ξea Distance to elastic axis
ξh Position of hinge point
ρ Aerofoil density
ω Natural frequency
I. Introduction
A eroservoelatic (ASE) optimisation is concerned with the design of systems in which significant coupling ispresent between the aerodynamic and structural forces along with an active control system. Historically,
control systems have been added to aeroelastic systems once the aeroelastic design has been fixed, which is
typically referred to as a sequential design methodology. This is likely to be sub-optimal compared to the
simultaneous optimisation of the entire design-space.1 Nevertheless, the sequential approach may be sufficient
when the coupling between the different components of the system is weak. However, such couplings are
in general increasing with some proposed airframe concepts in comparison to traditional airframes, that
were built with relatively stiff wings. For example, High-Altitude Long-Endurance concepts typically lead
to flexible wings due to weight-power constraints. The increase in coupling complicates design since the
first natural frequency of a traditional air frame compared to its flight dynamics will often be at least an
order of magnitude greater. This allows the structural and flight dynamic design processes to be separated.
Conversely, flexible wings which possess natural frequencies comparable to those of the flight dynamics lead
to strong coupling characteristics,2 in which a simultaneous design could be beneficial or even necessary
for flight integrity. This paper will demonstrate the advantages and limitations of simultaneous design of
coupled aeroservoelastic optimisation. Moreover, optimisation strategies will be introduced to investigate
how said limitations can be attenuated.
A key difficulty is that even though a sequential design is expected to be sub-optimal, the increased
design-space complexity associated with a simultaneous optimisation approach may itself make the optimi-
sation problem intractable. For this reason, early studies in ASE optimisation often used simple models and
convenient output-feedback control systems, which allowed simultaneous optimisation over plant and con-
troller. Suzuki3 optimised the design of a cantilever wing by varying spar thickness and control gain, while
constraining the system’s open and closed loop stability, the spar stress and the control surface deflection
angle; whereas Nam et al4 used a wide range of design variables (ply orientation of the composite layer,
actuator placement and sizing) to minimise the root mean square of gust responses for various airspeeds.
An early investigation in aeroelastic and control system optimisation for rotor flight5 compared sequential
and simultaneous optimisation techniques, confirming that rotor design and control design are strongly cou-
pled and benefit from simultaneous optimisation. Although in these cases a simultaneous plant/controller
optimisation is employed, only relatively simple control feedback is synthesised, in which controllability and
observability conditions are not considered. Furthermore, observer dynamics were not included in the optimi-
sation, instead observer gains and sensor placement were chosen prior to the design. It was not investigated
if adding complexity in these models would still allow a simultaneous approach to be advantageous.
An attempt to increase controller complexity included the modelling of parameter uncertainty, as con-
sidered by Moulin et al.6 This incorporates modern methods of robust MIMO control synthesis into a
multidisciplinary design optimisation problem. However, this comes at the sacrifice of having to use a sim-
pler sequential optimiser. A recent attempt to include more advanced control design7 used the internal
weighting matrices of an LQR problem as design variables for a linear, flexible aeroplane model. This study
sought to optimise a metric of endurance (a function of the lift-drag ratio and fuel fraction) over symmetric
manoeuvres and gusts. Optimal actuation within aircraft manoeuvres was also studied by Maraniello et al8
using a nonlinear geometrically exact beam model. Here a pre-programmed open-loop actuation is optimised
via parametrising the deflection of control surfaces with a set of B-splines. In these cases, more complex
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control architecture is incorporated into the optimisation, however the studies lack observer design, actua-
tor/sensor sizing, and actuator/sensor placement considerations, problems well studied outside of the ASE
literature. For example, the optimal placement of multiple actuators under H∞-control has been studied
by Kasinathan et al,9 conditions for the convergence, to an exact optimal performance and corresponding
actuator location, of a sequence of approximations used to an exact problem. Similar existence and conver-
gence proofs are not found within the ASE literature, despite the fact that it was shown in Demetriou10 that
placement of sensors can significantly change overall system performance.
It has yet to be decided what class of optimiser is best suited for MDO of ASE problems and as such,
many have been employed. Classically, most optimisation problems were solved with descent methods that
used the gradients of the objective function (or approximations to the gradient) to find solutions that sat-
isfied the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. These are necessary conditions for a stationary point of
a constrained non-linear objective function, but in general do not guarantee globally optimal solutions. Re-
cently, non-gradient based optimisations have been used for aeroservoelastic design. These methods usually
rely on using numerous candidate solutions that are spread throughout the design space. For example, a
Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) method was used by Haghighat et al.7 on a linear, flexible aeroplane
model; PSO iteratively attempts to improve the best known solution by using a population of particles (can-
didate solutions) that update their position and velocity through the design space according to both their
local information and information on the population’s (swarm’s) best known positions. The advantage of
non-gradient based methods is that they are able to sample large portions of design space, gathering global
information. However, these methods can quickly become infeasible if function evaluations are computation-
ally expensive. The strategies introduced in this paper are gradient based but take advantage of globally
collected data.
A major hurdle in the automation of design optimisation is automating the selection or priority of vari-
ables. Traditionally, design variables are chosen from a large set of parameters from engineering experience.
Since this could limit the potential in new concept designs, automating this choice with a more meticulous
process may lead to improvements, as studied in Tu et al.11 As an approximate model is being constructed,
the variable space is sampled and variables that are likely to be dominant are kept and less influential ones
are dropped. A variable screening process could becomes imperative as the number of design variables in-
creases, especially if the complexity of the design-space is prohibiting the potential of a simultaneous design.
More recently, a variable reduction technique has been investigated by Ghisu et al.12 Their work shows
how a re-parametrisation based on a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) of initial optimisations can
accelerate a design optimisation. Their paper is a clear proof of concept that a general parametrisation can
be used to not only to facilitate the optimisation but also to aid variable selection. However it does not
investigate when this technique can lead to improvements, why it can accelerate optimisation and how best
to choose a sample of data for the POD. Furthermore, the method is not yet fully automated as the number
of variables removed is dependent on an arbitrarily chosen user input. This paper proposes to address these
problems, namely the question of what is an efficient and effective strategy in situations where a design
would benefit from a simultaneous optimisation, i.e. systems that have strongly coupled interdisciplinary
forces, but where the complexity of simultaneous design-space restricts the potential benefits. A highly
coupled design will be investigated with the aim to answer how and when a reparametrisation and variable
reduction strategy could improve an aeroservoelastic optimisation. This will be accomplished via a model
with strong interdisciplinary couplings but with minimal computational demand. Low computational costs
will allow a careful and thorough investigation. Section II introduces the design model being used and defines
the optimisation problem. Section III describes the optimisation methodology, detailing how a new basis is
formed and its potential advantages. Results are presented in Section IV. First, it is demonstrated that the
design model can benifit from a simultaneous design compared to the traditional sequential plant/controller
approach. Results after reparametrisation and dimension reduction are discussed.
II. Model
A computationally inexpensive model will be developed first in order to investigate automated Aeroser-
voelastic (ASE) optimisation. When creating the model it was made a priority to ensure variables from
each of the “aero”,“servo” and “elastic” fields were chosen so that a full ASE optimisation was possible.
The optimisation will be then formulated as a traditional non-linear optimisation with non-linear inequality
constraints.
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A. Design Model
The theoretical basis for the model to be described is based on Gaunaa13 which extends Theodorsen’s model14
to include aerofoil deformation. The aerofoil used is shown in Figure 1 and consists of the following: a two-
dimensional, potential flow over a deforming aerofoil; an actively controlled, but saturated compliant trailing
edge; a dynamic observer that uses a series of pressure sensors across the aerofoil; and a simple heave/pitch
linear spring model. The aerofoil has three degrees of freedom: a vertical translation, a rigid-body rotation,
and lastly one for the state of the trailing edge. An approximation is made for the unsteady aerodynamics,
which allows for a state-space formulation of the full model. Although this model is simple it allows design
variables to be picked from the various ASE fields, for example, the natural frequency of the springs for the
structure; the shape of the compliant flap for the aerodynamics; the location of pressure sensors for physical
actuation; and controller gains for the control law.
ξ = ξhξea
ξ = −1 ξ = 1
V
y
ξ
Figure 1. Aeroservoelastic model detailing the trailing edge hinge ξh, the distance to the elastic axis ξea and
the free-stream velocity V .
1. State-space representation
This model can be reduced to a linear state-space form following the same finite state approximation in
Gaunnaa.13 The states are
x =
[
Y, α, β, Y˙ , α˙, β˙, z1, . . . , zN
]>
, (1)
where Y and α are the heave and pitch degree of freedoms, β is the trailing edge degree of freedom, which
will be discussed in the next section, and {zi}Ni=1 are the linear aerodynamic states used to approximate the
unsteady 2D potential flow over the deforming aerofoil. This gives a state vector of dimension n = 6 + N .
The equations of motion can then be written in a linear state-space form,
x˙ (t) = Ax (t) +Buu (t) +Bww (t) , (2)
where A ∈ Rn×n is the state matrix, Bu ∈ Rn×1 is the control input matrix, Bw ∈ Rn×1 is the gust input
matrix, u ∈ R is the control input, w ∈ R is an external vertical gust input and x(t) ∈ Rn×1 is the state
vector.
2. Trailing edge state
The shape of the aerofoil is defined by
S (ξ) =
0 for − 1 ≤ ξ ≤ ξh,Sβ (ξ) for ξh ≤ ξ ≤ 1, (3)
where ξ is non-dimensionalised by the half-chord length, so that −1 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 from the leading edge to the
trailing edge and ξh is the hinge point of the actuator. The shape function, Sβ (ξ), is defined by an arbitrary
number of parameters ai within a polynomial expansion about ξh,
Sβ (ξ) =
(1− ξh)∑n
i=2 ai
n∑
i=2
ai
(ξ − ξh) i
(1− ξh)i
. (4)
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Note that the series starts at i = 2 to ensure that the trailing edge attaches smoothly to the camberline.
This formalisation allows for an aerodynamic variable to be optimised via the variables ai. The shape of the
aerofoil at time t is given by,
s (ξ, t) = β (t)S (ξ) . (5)
Since the system is linear the scaling of this function is arbitrary. It has been chosen so that Sβ (1) = 1− ξh,
meaning that for small angles the state β (t) is approximately the angle of the flap. This is clarified in
Figure 2: given an input β (t), the angle β′ made by joining the trailing edge of the aerofoil to the hinge
point can be approximated by,
β′ ≈ sinβ′ = (1− ξh)
l
β ≈ β. (6)
ξ = ξh ξ = 1
β′
l
(1− ξh) sinβ′
Figure 2. Definition of the trailing edge shape and its physical meaning.
The dynamics of the trailing edge are assumed to elastically oscillate around u, which is described by
mβ β¨ (t) +mβω
2
β (β (t)− u (t)) = F (t) , (7)
where ωβ is the natural frequency of the elastic oscillations, F represents the aerodynamic and inertial
generalised forces acting on the trailing edge,13 and mβ is given by
mβ = b
3
∫ 1
−1
ρ (ξ)S2β dξ. (8)
where b is the semi-chord and ρ (ξ) is the density of the aerofoil, described in the next section.
3. Mass distribution
Since the aerofoil model is one dimensional the mass distribution can be assigned arbitrarily. We will enforce
that stiffening the aerofoil will require adding more mass. Hence the density of the aerofoil is modelled as,
ρ (ξ) =
ρr
(
ω2y + ω
2
α
)
for − 1 ≤ ξ < ξh,
ρrω
2
β for ξh ≤ ξ ≤ 1,
(9)
where ωy and ωα are the heave and pitch natural frequencies of the linear springs seen in Figure 1 and
ρr = 1 kgs
2m−1 is a constant of proportionality between the frequencies and density. Integrating this
density distribution over the aerofoil gives a total mass of
Mtot = bρr
(
(1 + ξh)
(
ω2y + ω
2
α
)
+ (1− ξh)ω2β
)
. (10)
It can be observed that a stiffer wing, with higher natural frequency, will be heavier.
4. Controller and Observer
An LQG controller and observer will be created for the aerofoil to form the control input u (t) from the
pressure sensors on the chord. The controller and observer can be designed separately. The controller is
defined by a linear quadratic minimisation
min
K
∫ T
0
(
QyY
2 (t) +Qαα
2 (t) +R (Kx)
2
(t)
)
dt, (11)
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where Qy and Qα are control weightings to be used as design variables, whereas R penalises the control
input and is given by,
R = (1− ξh)ω2β . (12)
Therefore, it is proportional to the mass of the flap, i.e. a heavy flap would require more control energy.
Note that Qy, Qα and R must be positive for a solution to Eq. 11 to exist.
The observer dynamics are formed from a series of pressure sensors and the control input,
y (t) = Cx (t) +Du (t) , (13)
for matrices C ∈ RNp×n, where Np is the number of pressure sensors. The estimated state vector xˆ satisfies,
˙ˆx = Axˆ+Buu+ L (y − Cxˆ) . (14)
The observer gain L ∈ Rn×Np is calculated by the Kalman filter problem,15
min
L
lim
t→∞E
[
(x (t)− xˆ (t)) (x (t)− xˆ (t))T
]
, (15)
where E [.] is the expectation in response to a stochastic input with known variance. Both K and L are
found using the lqr and kalman packages in MATLAB that solve Eq. 11 and 15 via Riccati equations.
To restrict the authority of the control, saturation has been introduced in Eq. 16. This is the only non-
linear component of the model. The addition of saturation introduces an equilibrium in the aggression of
the controller. Low control activity is not optimal for performance but a controller that acts too aggressively
leads to a system with too much saturation, which in this model leads to unstable dynamics.
u (t) =

u+ for u > u+,
Kxˆ (t) for |u| ≤ u+,
−u+ for u < −u+.
(16)
For all results presented in this work, the saturation limit of u+ = 5
◦ is imposed.
5. Model Parameters
Not all the parameters within the model have been discussed, however, Table 1 lists those remaining param-
eters needed to reproduce the current model. The density of air affects the matrices A, Bu and Bw in Eq. 2
as described by Gaunaa.13
Parameter description Value
Density of air 1 kgm−3
Length of the chord 2m
Position of elastic axis ξea = −0.4
Flap hinge ξh = 0.8
Table 1. Remaining model parameters.
B. Optimisation
1. Design variables
With the goal to optimise a full ASE system the design variables chosen have been taken from the each of the
three fields. First, structural parameters have been chosen to be ωy, ωα and ωβ ; the natural frequencies of
the heave, pitch and trailing edge. These are not only proxies for the flexibility of aerofoil but also define the
total mass and the position of the centre of mass, which is vital to the stability of the system. The control
law will also be optimised by means of the variables Qy and Qα, introduced in Eq. 11. These variables will
weight the control law on whether to preference either the heave or pitch motions when stabilising the system.
The aerodynamic shaping, i.e. the trailing edge, will be achieved by design of the polynomial coefficients in
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Eq. 4. In this investigation only two of these coefficients will be optimised over, a2 and a3, the rest will be
set to zero. Finally, the placement of two pressure sensors on the camberline, p1 and p2, will be designed as
to optimise the observer design. In summary there are nine design variables in the design vector X,
X =
(
ωy ωα ωβ Qy Qα a2 a3 p1 p2
)T
. (17)
2. Cost function
The cost function to be minimised during the aerofoil design is made up of both a static measure of per-
formance and a dynamic performance measure. The static measure fi (X) is simply the total mass given in
Eq. 10, that is,
f1 (X) = Mtot = bρr
(
(1 + ξh)
(
ω2y + ω
2
α
)
+ (1− ξh)ω2β
)
. (18)
The dynamic measure f2 (X) of the aerofoil is defined by the total stress in the elastic axis,
f2 (X) =
∫ T
0
[
kyY
2 (X; t) + kαα
2 (X; t)
]
dt, (19)
where ky = Mtotω
2
y is the heave spring stiffness and kα = Itotω
2
α is the pitch spring stiffness, with Itot being
the total moment of inertia of the aerofoil. This motion is in response to a vertical gust input given by,
w (t) =
w0
(
1− cos (piV tl )) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2lV
0 else
, (20)
where V is the test free-stream velocity of the aerofoil, w0 = 0.5ms
−1 and l = 1m is the length of the gust.
A value of T = 50 was chosen as it is large enough to allow for any transient motion to decay, while not
causing excessive computational effort. The external disturbance, w, feeds into the dynamics via Eq. 2. This
objective function minimises the stress over a gust response explicitly. This would be key if the design’s
longevity and reliability were important as minimising stress will lower long term fatigue. The total cost
function f (X) will simply be given by
f (X) = f1 (X) + f2 (X) . (21)
3. Constraints
The optimisation will be constrained by two non-linear constraints and by bounds on the design vector.
Design vector bounds: These bounds ensure that the solution is physical, for example, that the mass is
non-negative and that the pressure sensors are on the aerofoil. The design vector will be rescaled by these
upper and lower limits so that each component is between 0 and 1, i.e 0 ≤ Xi ≤ 1 for all i.
Flutter speed : The closed-loop linear flutter speed defined as the lowest positive free-stream velocity in which
the closed-loop dynamics are linearly unstable, i.e. the lowest velocity such that there exists an eigenvalue
of A−BuK with a non-negative real part. Note that A, Bu and K are all functions of V . A constraint on
this linear flutter speed will be enforced. To mimic a flight safety margin, the aerofoil will be constrained to
cruise at 80% of its linear flutter speed, i.e.
V ≤ 0.8VF , (22)
where VF is the linear flutter speed. This constraint will be written as,
c1 (X) = V − 0.8VF ≤ 0. (23)
Trailing edge shape: It is expected that a trailing edge with larger arc length will be advantageous to the
controller, since in this case it will be able to generate a bigger force with the larger surface. Hence, if no
constraint is imposed, optimal designs will often have non-monotonic trailing edges, which are physically
unrealistic. As such it is necessary to implement a constraint on the trailing edge to ensure it remains
monotonic. This can be achieved by,
d
dξ
Sβ (ξ) ≤ 0, ξh ≤ ξ ≤ 1, (24)
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where Sβ is defined in Eq. 4. This constraint will be written as,
c2 (X) = max
{
dSβ
dξ
(ε) : ξh ≤ ε ≤ 1
}
≤ 0. (25)
Now, concatenating the non-linear inequalities as c = [c1, c2]
>
the optimisation problem can be written as,
minimise f (X)
subject to c (X) ≤ 0,
0 ≤ X ≤ 1.
(26)
III. Optimisation Implementation
The question of how to choose a appropriate design vector parametrisation for an optimisation is often
challenging. Traditionally, design variables were picked from experience and knowledge, which may not be
practical when considering the design of novel platforms. When choosing a parametrisation, maximising
how much of the design-space is accessible and connected is key but so is minimising the design-space
complexity. These are often conflicting goals. Starting with the set of all variables it would be helpful to
find a parametrisation that minimises the number of dimensions needed to describe the design well enough
so that the design-space is still able to be adequately explored.
One method of achieving this is to use Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). POD is a powerful data
analysis tool that is often used to achieve a low dimensional representation of high dimensional data. This
method is sometimes called Principal Component Analysis or Empirical Orthogonal Functions and is used
in a plethora of subjects including turbulent flow analysis16 and image processing.17 POD uses a sample of
points to create an orthogonal basis in which the first basis vector maximises the projection of the sample
data, i.e. a basis Φ = [φ1, φ2, . . . , φn] with Φ
>Φ = I is found such that its first basis vector φ1 satisfies,
max
φ1
(φ1,X)
2
s.t. φ>1 φ1 = 1, (27)
whereX is the sample data and (·, ·) is the scalar inner product operator. The second basis vector maximises
the projection of sample data again but is constrained to be orthogonal to the first vector. This process
continues until an orthogonal basis is formed with the last vector pointing in the direction that describes the
least amount of variance.
This methodology closely follows that in Ghisu et al.12 Firstly, to use a POD technique a sample of
points is needed. With the goal of choosing a parametrisation that is beneficial to the optimiser, the paths
of preliminary optimisations will be used as the sample to form the new parametrisation. This set of points
will be referred to as the training set. The design vector X can now be written as
X =
9∑
j=1
γjφj , (28)
where now X is parametrised by γj ∈ R and j = 1, . . . , 9 since X ∈ R9. In general, the components will no
longer correspond to the physical variables described in Eq. 17. However, the aim of such a transformation
is to rotation the basis such that the first basis vector points in the dominant direction of the observed
optimisation paths which in turn may help with the numerical conditioning of the problem.
With this new basis, optimisation can now be performed with the intention that the rotation will yield
a faster and more robust optimisation routine. Furthermore, this method offers a way to make informed
decisions on the removal of dimensions, namely by removing the least variant directions. Not only does POD
give these least variant directions but also for each basis vector there is an associated eigenvalue λi which is
proportional to the variance in that direction. Hence one can calculate the percentage of variance described
from removing one or more of these POD dimensions by,
Λ =
d<D∑
i=1
λi
D∑
i=1
λi
= Fraction of variance described, (29)
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where D is the dimension of the design vector and d a positive integer less than D. This leads to a natural
way of deciding how many dimensions to remove. Prior to optimisation, a total variance described by a
reduced problem can be set and then subsequently the maximum number of dimensions can be removed
while this percentage is still described. The optimiser can then converge in this smaller space, the removed
dimensions can then be considered again and the full optimisation restarted at this point.
Throughout the paper optimisations are performed using a gradient based interior point algorithm within
the MATLAB fmincon function. Interior point algorithms are iterative and minimise the cost function with
the constraints using approximations to the indicator function, i.e.
min
X
f (X) + I (c (X)) , (30)
where f is the cost function, c is a constraint and I (X) = 0, if the constraint is not violated, or I (X) =∞,
otherwise.
IV. Results
A. Model Verification
Verification of the implementation of the ASE model was accomplished by setting the shape of the trailing
edge to a flat plate. This is equivalent to the classic Theodorsen’s problem,14 i.e.
Sβ (ξ) =
0 −1 ≤ ξ ≤ ξh(ξh − ξ) ξh ≤ ξ ≤ 1 . (31)
A plot of non dimensional flutter speed against the non dimensionalised hinge spring frequency for the three
degree of freedom (heave, pitch and flap rotation) linear system, using the parameters detailed in,18 has
been compared to those by Zeiler18 with Figure 3 indicating that there is excellent agreement between both
implementations.
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
Zeiler Results
Current Model
ωβ/ωα
VF /bωα
Figure 3. Non-dimensional flutter speed, Vf/ (bωα) against a nondimensionalised hinge spring frequency, ωβ/ωα
for a flat plate, flat flap camberline model. The current code is compared to results from.18
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B. A Comparison of Simultaneous and Sequential Optimisation Strategies
Greater benefit is expected to be achieved from using a simultaneous optimisation, compared to a sequential
optimisation, on highly coupled aeroservoelastic systems such as the actuated aerofoil described here. How-
ever, even though a sequential approach should be sub-optimal it is possible that a simultaneous optimisation
can fail to reach its potential due to complexity in the design-space. It is possible to demonstrate these points
by comparing optimal designs of the model, detailed in Section II, at various free-stream velocities V . An
optimisation will be defined as sequential when, an initial condition’s open-loop dynamics are optimised first,
i.e. the structural and aerodynamic variables ωy ωα, ωβ , a2 and a3. These are then fixed and the remaining
variables optimised, i.e. Qy, Qα, p1 and p2. In comparison, a simultaneous optimisation will refer to the
case in which all nine variables are varied simultaneously. For brevity, denote one step of a gradient-based
optimizer of type q from the current decision variables X ∈ Rd to its subsequent value X+ by
X+ = φq(X). (32)
In the following q represents either sequential (q = Seq) or simultaneous (q = Sim) optimisation. Algorithm 1
produces a trajectory of decision variables φqε(X
0) ∈ Rd×n corresponding to convergence of such an algorithm
to a tolerance ε, from initial condition X0, where n is the total number of algorithm iterations required to
reach the chosen tolerance.
Algorithm 1 Convergence for optimisation of type q.
1: inputs X0 ∈ Rd satisfying 0 ≤ X0 ≤ 1, ε > 0, q ∈ {Sim,Seq}, n = 0.
2: repeat
3: Xn+1 ← φq(Xn)
4: n← n+ 1
5: until |Xn −Xn−1| < ε
6: φqε(X
0)← [X0, X1, . . . , Xn−1]
7: φq,∗ε (X
0)← Xn−1
8: return φqε(X
0) ∈ Rd×n and φq,∗ε (X0) ∈ Rd.
Following Algorithm 1, simultaneous and sequential optimisations are compared in Table 2 at various free-
stream velocities and over a set of random initial condition {X0i }Ni=1 with N = 50 and ε = 10−8. The
percentage difference from the sequential optimisation to the simultaneous optimisation will be used to
compare various quantities. For a quantity θ the percentage difference PDθ is defined as
PDθ = 100× θ
Sim − θSeq
θSeq
. (33)
The quantities to be discussed are the following:
• The optimal function objective over the initial conditions, f¯(V ) = mini f
(
φq,∗ε
(
X0i
))
.
• The mean position of the centre of mass over the initial conditions, cg.
• The mean number of function evaluations, func.
• The variance of the converged design vectors X∗i = φq,∗ε
(
X0i
)
, i.e. var(V ) = 1N
∑N
i=1
(
X∗i − X¯∗
)2
,
where X¯∗ = 1N
∑
iX
∗
i .
It can be seen in Table 2 that, surprisingly, for lower free-stream velocities a sequential optimisation outper-
forms the simultaneous optimisation, obtaining a design with a 2.7% reduction in cost function, contradicting
expectations. This is likely caused by the extra complexity of a simultaneous optimisation, for example, the
simultaneous design-space may contain extra superfluous local minimum that the optimiser cannot avoid.
However, as the velocity increases the coupling of the control design to the aerofoil becomes stronger for two
reasons: the lift force and moment the trailing edge is able to generate increases with free-stream velocity,
hence, at higher velocities the control surface can exert a more significant effect on the dynamics, meaning
that integration of its design into the simultaneous optimisation is potentially advantageous. Second, as the
free-stream velocity increases, the volume of the feasible set of design space decreases due to the flutter con-
straint, again implying an increasingly important role of the control design. In any case, for V ≥ 3.5ms−1 it
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V ms−1 PDf¯ PDcg PDfunc PDvar
2.5 2.7 0.1 160 -3.3
3 0.1 -1.5 200 2.4
3.5 -5.6 1.5 220 14.5
4 -8.1 4.7 520 18.6
4.5 -8.7 6.0 700 36.7
5 -8.4 6.2 540 20.6
Table 2. Percentage differences from sequential to simultaneous optimisations of various quantities.
is observed that simultaneous optimisation outperforms sequential optimisation by at least 5%. An example
of how a simultaneous optimisation can outperform a sequential optimisation at higher velocities can be seen
when looking at the paths through design space taken by each method. A set of initial conditions is created
such that
Xij0 = {
[
ωiy, ω
j
α, ω
0
β , Q
0
y, Q
0
α, a
0
2, a
0
3, p
0
1, p
0
2
]>
: ω0y ≤ ωiy ≤ ω0y + δ andω0α ≤ ωjα ≤ ω0α + δ}.
This set forms a small two-dimensional box in ωy and ωα space in which ω
i
y = ω
0
y + (i − 1)δ/10 and
ωjα = ω
0
α + (j − 1)δ/10. From these points both a simultaneous and sequential optimisation is run and
their path through (ωy, ωα, ωβ) space is plotted in Figure 4 for δ = 0.01. When comparing simultaneous
Figure 4. Iteration paths from numerous close initial conditions from a sequential method, blue, and a
simultaneous method, green. The final design points of the simultaneous method are marked with dark green
the circles. A convex hull has been plotted around these points along with its projections in the ωy−ωα, ωα−ωβ
and ωy − ωβ planes.
optimisation to sequential optimisation it can be seen in Table 2 that at higher velocities the average position
of the centre of gravity is further aft, by as much as 6.2%. In general moving the centre of gravity towards
the tail leads to an aerofoil that is more prone to flutter instability. The placement of the centre of gravity
in this model is calculated using the density in Eq. 9, i.e. the heavier the flap is made relative to the aerofoil
the more aft the centre of gravity. Since this is a more unstable location these designs are often open-loop
unstable. However, the open-loop instability allows for faster actuation, and a corresponding decrease in the
dynamic component of the cost function f2 (X). Although the simultaneous method is able to find better
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optimal designs it suffers from greater sensitivity to initial conditions and requires more function evaluations.
This sensitivity can be seen both in Figure 4 and Table 2. The percentage change in the variance of the
optimal designs is as high as 36.7% and the number of function evaluations increases by a factor of seven.
We now discuss methods that reduce these unwanted consequences of simultaneous optimisation.
C. Parametrisation
Clearly every engineering design has to first be parametrised so a design vector can be passed to an optimiser,
furthermore, the choice of this parametrisation can affect the optimisation and final design. Hence, it may
maximise the performance of an automated Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation (MDO) technique if the
design vector parametrisation is automatically selected within the optimiser. Indeed, even a rotation of a
parametrisation can change the final design. Suppose an alternative basis of Rd is represented by a unitary
matrix U ∈ Rd×d whose columns {ui}di=1 ⊂ Rd are the elements of the basis. Now, for any vector X ∈ Rd it
is possible to express
X =
d∑
i=1
αiui, (34)
where αi = (U
>X)i ∈ R. Consequently, we may define a gradient-based optimisation algorithm with decision
variables (αi)
d
i=1 in which gradients are computed with respect to the rotated basis U .
φqε(X
0, U) ∈ Rd×n, φq,∗ε (X0, U) ∈ Rd, (35)
to be the analogous outputs of Algorithm 1 corresponding to optimisation performed in the rotated basis U
and with tolerance ε > 0. A natural choice for the rotated basis is to use Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
(POD), and we denote the POD basis calculated from a collection of vectors X = [X1, . . . , Xn] ∈ Rd×n by
{ui, λi}di=1 = POD(X). Here, λi ∈ R are the singular values corresponding to each ui ∈ Rd. The ensemble
of vectors to be passed to the POD analysis are a collection of iteration paths from preliminary optimisations
starting from {X0i }Ni=1, i.e. X =
[
φqε
(
X01 , I
)
, . . . , φqε
(
X0n, I
)]
, where I ∈ Rd×d is the identity matrix. This
X is referred to as the training set and its effect on a rotated base optimisation is studied by varying the
stopping condition ε used to collect it.
As expected, the training set converges to increasingly better designs as the tolerance condition is reduced
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Figure 5. The lowest cost function found from each method, normalised by the lowest found by the training
set with ε = 1× 10−8 and shown for a range of values for the training set stopping condition ε.
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and made more stringent. What can be seen in Figure 5 and may not be expected is that a simple rotation
of the basis vectors can lead to the optimisation outperforming the best training set local minimum, found
at ε = 1× 10−8, by roughly 5% even for the larger values of ε. The POD optimisation plot is approximately
constant over eight orders of magnitude of ε and always lies beneath the best local minimum found in
the original basis. This result is slightly counter-intuitive, for one, computational effort is “wasted” in the
formation of the training set and then the optimiser is able to find a better solution regardless of the fact
that both methods are solving the same problem defined in Eq. 26.
D. Removing Dimensions
It has been shown that the aerofoil model studied here can benefit from a simultaneous optimisation strategy.
However, the optimiser can struggle with the complexity of the design-space. For computational efficiency it
may be of benefit to temporarily optimize over only a subset of the available decision variables. Thus, results
are presented on whether removing complexity temporarily can help the optimiser navigate to improved
local minima. Since the goal is to study automated MDO the process of removing complexity needs to be
algorithmic rather than user defined. This can be achieved by using a POD parametrisation as explained in
Section C.
A POD basis is ordered such that the first basis vector points in the best direction to describe the variance
seen in the sample, while the last basis vectors describes the least amount of variance in comparison. This
is used to temporarily reduce the dimension of the optimisation. As shown in Eq. 29, the total variance
described by a reduced POD basis can easily be calculated and, hence, be used to algorithmically remove a
number of dimensions. This process is carried out as follows, given an initial condition α0 = (α01, . . . , α
0
d)
>
with respect to a basis {ui}di=1 suppose that only the first 1 ≤ r < d basis vectors are optimized over, to a
tolerance ε, while the remaining decision variables α0r+1, . . . , α
0
d are fixed to be their initial values throughout
the optimisation. We write the resulting, partially optimized, vector(
α∗1, . . . , α
∗
r , α
0
r+1, . . . , α
0
d
)>
=: φq,∗ε (α
0, {ui}ri=1), (36)
and note that φq,∗ε (α
0, U) = φq,∗ε (α
0, {ui}Ni=1).
Algorithm 2 describes a three-step algorithm which makes use of basis rotation and reduction. Given a
set of initial conditions {X0i }Ni=1, a preliminary ensemble of optimisation trajectories in the original basis
are computed using Algorithm 1 to a tolerance ε1 > 0, referred to as the training set tolerance. Next, POD
is applied to this ensemble of trajectories to determine the most dominant optimisation directions and a
reduction proportion 0 < Λ ≤ 1 is selected. A new basis U is formed of the POD vectors and an initial
optimisation, to tolerance ε1, is performed in only the 100 × Λ% most dominant POD directions. Using
the outputs of this initial, coarse, optimisation as initial conditions a final set of optimisations are then
performed in the full rotated basis to a convergence tolerance 0 < ε2 < ε1.
Algorithm 2 Simultaneous optimisation in a rotated/reduced basis.
1: inputs {X0i }Ni=1 ⊂ Rd satisfying 0 ≤ X0i ≤ 1, 0 < ε2 < ε1, 0 < Λ ≤ 1 and q = Sim.
2: for i = 1 to N do
3: Xi ← φqε1(X0i )
4: end for
5: {ui, λi} ← POD ([X1, . . .XN ])
6: U ← [u1, . . . , uN ]
7:
r ← argmax
1≤s≤N
{∑s
i=1 λi∑N
i=1 λi
≤ Λ
}
8: for i = 1 to N do
9: Yi ← φq,∗ε1
(
U>X0i , {uj}rj=1
)
10: Yi ← φq,∗ε2 (Yi, U)
11: X∗i ← Yi
12: end for
13: return {X∗i }Ni=1 ⊂ Rd.
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Note that applying Algorithm 2 with Λ = 1 results in an optimisation in the rotated basis with no
dimension reduction.
With the introduction of the reduction strategy, using Λ = 0.95, further improvements can be seen
in Figure 5. As with the rotation strategy plot, the reduction plot is approximately constant and visibly
outperforms the original simultaneous optimisations. Further comparisons between the original basis, POD
rotation method and reduction method are found in Table 3.
Method PDf¯ PDfunc PDvar
Rotation -2 -28.4 -22.3
Reduction -4 -37.5 -28.3
Table 3. Percentage differences from the original basis optimisations to the POD rotated optimisations and
original basis optimisations to the reduction method.
Both the POD rotation and Reduction methods have successfully attenuated some of the undesired
consequences that were demonstrated in Figure 4 and discussed in Section B. While performing slightly
better than the standard simultaneous optimisation the investigated strategies have also reduced the number
of function evaluations needed and lowered the sensitivity to initial conditions.
V. Conclusion
An aerofoil with an active compliant trailing edge has been modelled to facilitate an investigation into
aeroservoelastic optimisation. The model was designed to be minimal in computational complexity while
still allowing an optimisation over multiple aeroservoelastic disciplines. The advantages and disadvantages
of using a simultaneous optimisation strategy as opposed to a sequential strategy have been presented by the
canonical model considered. Namely, even though a sequential approach is sub-optimal it can outperform
a simultaneous optimisation due to the design-space complexity preventing the optimiser locating the best
solutions. However, with the goal to perform automated MDO of an actively controlled and highly coupled
system a reparametrisation and variable reduction technique have been proposed. The reparametrisation of
the design vector was accomplished by a linear transformation defined via a Proper Orthogonal Decomposi-
tion of preliminary optimisations. The two strategies investigated showed improvements of up to 5% in the
cost function of the final design; the mean number of function evaluations needed decreasing by as much as
37%; and an increase in the robustness of the optimisation with respect to the initial designs.
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